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The wellness industry is growing worldwide, completely in sync 
with the global population that is getting older. As economist 
Thierry Malleret, co-founder and author of the Monthly 
Barometer, explains, “Ageing is the single greatest predictable 
global problem of the 21st century.” According to the  Global 

Wellness Institute, the Global Wellness Economy has grown by 10.6 percent 
since 2013 to $US3.7 trillion (the latest figures available), outstripping the 
global GDP. Wellness tourism too has grown by 14 percent. Nearly double the 
overall tourism for the same period. The figures for the spa industry are just 
as interesting:  global spa market grew from US$94 billion in 2013 to US$99 
billion in 2015. But age alone is not powering the spa industry in Asia, it is the 
affluent middle-class that is rapidly increasing and sees the spa as an extension 
of their lifestyle. These are discerning consumers who have traditionally used 
massages and meditation as wellness tools. They demand authenticity and value 
for their money. The hospitality industry, the first to respond to the increase in 
demand, has powered this growth in a very organic manner. On page 8, we take 
a considered look at what the future holds for this industry.  
 While, on page 36, we look at spa amenities: consumers are demanding 
organic products that enhance their well-being. They are also supporting brands 
that are ‘as environmentally and socially responsible as possible’.  
 We also stop by at Soori Bali, an environmentally and culturally sustainable 
resort  that ‘melds soothing natural surrounds with contemporary Balinese 
design’, page 16; this resort builds on the wellness concept. Meanwhile, security 
issues have us taking a look at how technology can help hoteliers keep their 
guests safe (page 22). There’s all that and more in this issue, and I will leave you 
to discover it on your own. Do connect with me with you views and news.  

Managing Editor
Neetinder Dhillon
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Another Vitamix Aha: triumphant textures.
It’s the blender trusted by more professional chefs for a reason—it can unlock the 

hidden flavors of almost any ingredient and inspire you to creativity like never before. 
For taste, texture and consistency, chefs prefer the unparalleled performance of Vitamix. 

Engineered to change your life. Let us help your business at vitamix.com/commercial.
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 The Peninsula Bangkok is encouraging its guests to experience the holistic benefits 
of ‘Thai health, culture and harmony’ practices. This new complimentary daily programme 
has  activities for the entire family designed to improve mental and physical wellbeing, and 
immerse guests in the diverse joys of staying in a riverside oasis in the heart of Bangkok. 
The programme builds on The Peninsula Bangkok’s weekly Health & Harmony experience 
that combines sunrise yoga besides the river with contemplative reflection at the Gong 
Wu Shrine. On the agenda is Topspin Tennis Clinic (Monday); Stretch for Stress Relief 
(Tuesday), Sunrise Yoga Beside the River (Wednesday), Herbs and Spices Appreciation 
Class (Thursday), Staying Fit with HIIT (Friday), Thai Health & Harmony (Saturday), and 
Aquatic Fitness and Fun (Sunday). Plus Tak Bart Alms Gifting Ceremony (daily, except 
Sunday).This is an ancient Thai ritual that involves gifting food parcels to Buddhist monks. 
After sunrise, orange-robed monks from the Wat Suwan Temple arrive at the hotel garden 
to receive the food parcels prepared by the hotel chefs. The monks also chant blessings 
to thank guests. (www.peninsula.com/bangkok)

 Industry news

Making dreams  
come true
By Royal Appointment,  
introducing Aspire Globally
• Aspire Global Search – Hospitality Recruitment
• Aspire British Butler School
• Aspire Hospitality – Luxury Hotel Training
• Aspire – Consultancy

We live to inspire greatness in others
 

To find out more about Aspire Global and how we can help with 
all your Hospitality requirements please visit our current site.

www.aspire-globally.com
email: aspire@aspire-globally.com

Fire safety and 
brewing beer 
 Brewing beer is an energy-intensive business and the risk of fire is correspondingly 
high. To ensure the safety of its production facilities, Feldschlösschen Switzerland, the 
leading brewery and the largest beverage wholesaler in Switzerland selected a fire safety 
solution from Siemens Building Technologies. The Sinteso fire protection system ensures 
point-precise fire detection and real-time alarms.
 The production environment in the historic brewery, located in Rheinfelden in the 
Canton of Aargau, makes fire protection extremely complex. Heat, smoke and dust occur 
in the large halls with ceiling heights of 5 to 7 metres, requiring fire detection systems 
with special, application-specific detectors. “Of all the risks here in the brewery, fire is 
the greatest. Preventing fires is our top priority, not only to protect our employees and 
infrastructure, but also to avoid interruptions to operations,” states brewmaster Bruno 
Born. And with a nod to tradition, he adds: “This place existed before we were born. It is 
a perfect place. So preserving it is our greatest obligation – for today, tomorrow and the 
next 140 years.”

Corporate 
travel trends 
 Sabre Corporation, the 
leading technology provider 
to the global travel industry, 
recently unveiled findings from 
its 2017 Asia Pacific Corporate 
Traveller study. The three key 
trends revealed are:

• Almost half of all 
corporate travellers 
deviate from their 
corporate travel policy; 
making changes ahead 
of and during their trips. 
More than 43 percent 
deviate from company policy 
ahead of the trip and 42 
percent make changes while 
travelling.
• As companies strive to find 
the balance between driving 
compliance and increasing 
their corporate travellers’ 
satisfaction, respondents 
have seen corporations 
actively re-crafting their travel 
policies to accommodate 
more booking autonomy.
• Rise of mobile 
and virtual payment 
technologies. 80 percent 
of travel managers believe 
this is their top priority, 
highlighting the importance 
placed on moving towards a 
mobile first strategy.
66 percent also quoted 
looking at alternative forms 
of payment technology as a 
high priority area for them.
• Premium economy – A 
new corporate favourite
Amidst economic 
uncertainty, companies are 
cutting back on premium 
class air travel and as such, 
premium economy options 
have become the next 
best alternative without 
significantly impacting 
travellers’ comfort. 81 
percent of corporate travel 
managers are seeing 
an increase in premium 
economy bookings.

Health, Culture and Harmony

On board 
the Floating 
Venice
 Kleindienst Group has launched The Floating 
Venice, the world’s first underwater luxury vessel 
resort at Cityscape Global. Valued at 680m USD, The 
Floating Venice will be located in The World islands, 
4km offshore from Dubai and will bring an authentic 
Venetian experience to the Middle East. This resort 
has a capacity of up to 3,000 guests daily, with 
accommodation, restaurants and recreation split over 
four decks, one of which is underwater. Guests will 
arrive by boat, seaplane or helicopter to the main Piazza 
San Marco where they can check-in at the underwater 
lobby. Gondola’s imported from Venice will transport 
guests to their cabins through the winding canals, or 
alternatively a short stroll through canal side walkways 
and bridges will take them to their awaiting cabins.
 There will be a range of 414 bespoke cabins 
arranged over four decks, one of which is underwater 
with spectacular views of the coral reefs below and 
passing gondolas above. A plethora of elegant boutique 
hospitality spots and traditional artisanal shops will bring 
the Venetian experience to life.  
(http://www.thefloatingvenice.com/)

Connected Cooking 2.0
 ConnectedCooking and Club Rational have joined 
forces to create one of the biggest online portals for 
professional chefs. The platforms complement one another 
and offer a complete host of services related to professional 
cooking and Rational appliances at one click.
 “Networked kitchens are Rational’s big focus for the 
future,” says Millie Chan, managing director of Rational 
Cooking Systems Pte Ltd, about the merger. “It is important 
to make the access to the portal as straightforward as 
possible for our customers.” As such, all login data remain 
valid for the existing members, and new members can 
now register once and use everything. Services such as an 
extensive database of recipes, how-to videos and tips and 
tricks by professional chefs can also be used without linking 
up the appliances. This, one of the world’s biggest platforms 
for professional chefs offers an array of benefits: personal 
cooking programmes and several thousand recipes from 
the international recipe database can be transferred directly 
from your PC, tablet or smartphone into your appliances and 
managed centrally. (www.rational-online.sg)

www.asianhotelandcateringtimes.com www.asianhotelandcateringtimes.com
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Once almost exclusively the 
reserve of enlightened types, 
the wellness concept is now 
firmly embraced by those 

looking for a health boost beyond faddy 
diets and interminable treadmills.

It is also one of the few areas where 
the hotel industry, not known for its fast 
response to potentially lucrative trends, 
jumped on the boat relatively early – with 
the result that spas can now be found at 
many higher-end properties, both business 
and lifestyle.

Today’s consumers are increasingly 
discerning, however, and know their 
Ayurveda from their Zen. They expect more 
than just a menu of massages, they want 
added value in the form of complementary 
services, a holistic wellness approach and 
differentiation in the form of unique and 
signature treatments. 

The industry is well aware of this 
growing sophistication and is in turn 
offering ever-greater diversification and 
integration of spas beyond hotels and resorts 
into healthcare and other areas of tourism. 

Mother of invention?
Susie Ellis, chairman and CEO, 

Global Wellness Institute says that in the 
mature markets of the US and Europe, 
“There is just so much diversification 
and creativity going on in the spa and 
wellness world, it’s astounding. You see 
spas doing everything from adding mental 
wellness and mindfulness programming – 
creating hybrid models with spa services 
and boutique fitness classes – salt therapy 
rooms, hammams, infrared saunas, flotation 
tank experiences, wellness and nutrition 
coaching, healthy cafes, and medical 
partnerships for cosmetic procedures and 
preventative medical testing. When spa 

Spa 2.0 – a freSh 
approach?
As the wellness concept gains momentum, particularly with the 
expanding middle classes of India and China, it seems the spa business 
can do no wrong. But with greater competition and diversification, 
what does the future hold for the industry, asks James Stephen

The spa industry 
offers services that 

are increasingly 
rare in modern 
times: silence, 

calm, absence from 
technology. I expect 

that these things 
will continue to 

be in demand and 
the industry will 
continue to grow 

and evolve
Jeremy McCarthy, group 

director of  spa & wellness,  
Mandarin Oriental  

Hotel Group

industries get crowded, it spurs innovation.”
“I don’t see a saturation point but I do 

see the competition growing, which means 
that diversification will be a critical strategy 
for success,” notes Jeremy McCarthy, group 
director of spa & wellness, Mandarin 
Oriental Hotel Group. 

“There is a lot of sameness in the spa 
industry with most spas offering very similar 
services, products and facilities. I think we 
will see a lot more boutique spas targeting 
a specific niche or focusing on a particular 
aspect of the spa experience. We already see 
this trend in fitness today and I think spas 
will follow the same suit.

“The spa industry offers services that are 
increasingly rare in modern times: silence, 
calm, touch, absence from technology. I 

expect that these things will continue to be 
in demand and that the spa industry will 
continue to grow and evolve.”

While Maritza Rodriguez, global vice 
president, marketing & communications, 
Pevonia International/Pevonia Natural 
Skincare, agrees that saturation is unlikely 
thanks to growing interest in the wellness 
industry, she adds that it must grow 
strategically in order to meet demands.

“By instilling a greater understanding 
and core values for increased health and 
wellness into the next generations, who 
are reaching buying power potential, we 
are expanding the lifeline of our beloved 
industry. However, in order to remain 
competitive, more traditional spas will 
need to expand their approach to include 

Boutique experiences: The Oriental Spa at The 
Landmark Mandarin Oriental offers Asia’s first 
Moroccan rasul, the Hammam steam and scrub

Innovation is a part of  ADA’s corporate culture.
Another huge growth area is the complementary 
amenities sector, and with 35 years’ experience in the 
market, ADA is an industry leader. With a portfolio 
of  products and services that address individual 
customer needs, creative ideas and pioneering new 
approaches, ADA is setting trends in hotel bathrooms. 
The company’s innovations include personalised hotel 
cosmetics, practical and environmentally-friendly 
dispensing systems. It is also a pioneer in the green 
hotel cosmetics sector

www.asianhotelandcateringtimes.com www.asianhotelandcateringtimes.com
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opportunities for customised experiences 
based on guest needs and demands as well 
as self-expression.”

She adds that with leading and 
speciality spas adding a myriad of service 
offerings and experiences, any spa business 
model wishing to compete must rise to  
the challenge. 

“Traditional or standard spa services 
must morph into physically and 
emotionally connected experiences that 
are perceived as healing, meaningful, and 
unique and a connection to wellness is most 
definitely intrinsic to the spa industry’s 
ongoing evolution.”

a new world of spa
Ellis agrees that although the trend 

is definitely towards more holistic health 
and wellness at spas or hybrid spa/wellness 
centres, there is always room for simply 
massage-focused spas if what’s being 
delivered is first rate. Clients may not expect 
more comprehensive wellness, but far more 
people are seeking it in the spa setting. 

“So we will see many things like 
meditation exploding into the accessible 
mainstream: from dedicated ‘drop-in’ 
meditation studios to far more mindfulness 
programming at hotels, retreats, spas and 
cruises. Wellness retreats and spas are  
even bringing in psychotherapists  
and neuroscientists!”

She adds that part of this shift towards 
mental wellness includes spa destinations 
using doctors to design sleep-inducing 
programmes and a new focus on creativity 
and the arts – as there is evidence that 
creativity and happiness are intertwined. 

And like Mandarin Oriental’s Jeremy 
McCarthy, she believes a big future 
focus will be on ‘silence’ and digital 
disconnection, so spas that can create true 
and powerful disconnection (and immerse 
people in nature) have a bright future. 

“Another big opportunity is what you 
might call ‘spa+’ destinations – so stay spas 
are  adding more adventure programming 
– whether hiking, cycling, surfing, 
climbing, and all married to restorative spa 
treatments. This is extremely appealing to 
male travellers, as well as women.

“In Asia, in places like China and India, 
boutique fitness classes (whether CrossFit or 
Barre or the endless yoga or Pilates varietals) 
will boom – just as they have in the West. 
Hybrid spa and boutique fitness businesses 
are a big opportunity, as are hot springs 
spas, where Asia-Pacific is the overwhelming 
global leader.” 

A growing trend is seeing 
spas offering more 

advanced beauty and 
healthcare services. The 
Ritz-Carlton Spa, Hong 

Kong recently introduced 
a new treatment series 

to deliver immediate 
corrective results 

enlisting the non-invasive 
procedures of  CACI, the 

leading UK anti-ageing 
technology developer

Susie Ellis, chairman and 
CEO, Global Wellness 
Institute – ‘There is just so 
much diversification and 
creativity going on in the 
spa and wellness world, it’s 
astounding’

www.asianhotelandcateringtimes.com
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The Murray, Hong Kong, will 
make its debut late this year or 
early next year. It will be the 
first opening of a major five-star 

hotel in Hong Kong since The Rtiz-Carlton, 
Hong Kong, opened in March 2011.

Housed in a completely renovated 
heritage structure, The Murray will be the 
flagship property of Niccolo Hotels.

“A former government building, the 
Murray Building had been fenced off from 
the surrounding areas for many years for 
security reasons,” says Duncan Palmer, 
managing director of The Murray,  
Hong Kong.

Heritage in 
Hong Kong
A former government building set to re-open as five-star hotel in Hong Kong is 
bucking a trend while the controversial bridge linking Hong Kong with Macau 
and Zhuhai  is expanding the reach of the market. Michael Taylor takes a look

“It was also designed at a time when 
the city was planned around the car and 
consequently stands on an island site, 
surrounded by roads making it impermeable 
for pedestrians. One of the central 
challenges of the project was to reconnect 
the building with the city at ground level, 
creating a new street frontage on Garden 
Road with open routes at ground level.”

While a number of smaller boutique 
properties have opened on Hong Kong 
Island in recent years, The Murray 
represents something clearly unique.

“The Murray is incredibly privileged 
to have a such wonderful location in a 

stand-alone building positioned between 
the Central business district and the green 
oasis of Hong Kong Park,” Palmer says. 
“In transforming the building into an 
international luxury hotel and a unique 
destination for Hong Kong, we enlisted 
international award-winning studio  
Foster + Partners to restore the building  
and its interiors.”

BucKing a trend
The Murray definitely seems to 

be bucking a trend. While the former 
government building was being re-purposed 
into a hotel, a nearby five-star property – 

the Hotel LKF – closed its doors so that 
it could be used for other purposes – a 
commercial building, perhaps?

Rhombus Hotels, which has three other 
properties in Hong Kong and another in 
Chengdu, China, declined to comment 
on why it had decided to close the hotel or 
what was to become of the building. There 
have been rumours, however, that other 
hotels on Hong Kong Island might suffer 
the same fate.

Mandarin Oriental International 
got approval in 2015 to redevelop The 
Excelsior – an 854-room Causeway Bay 
landmark since 1973 – into a commercial 
building with a gross floor area of 683,508 
square feet. Industry insiders estimate 
that the price per square foot could reach 
HK$40,000 to HK$50,000 per square foot.

Mandarin Oriental announced last 
June that it planned “to test market interest 
in the possible sale of the hotel, the Hong 
Kong Standard reports. “The international 
hotel chain and member of the Jardine 
Matheson Group is reviewing its long-term 
strategic options in light of recent strong 
commercial property valuations in Hong 
Kong,” the newspaper says.

HK – Macau Bridge 
Following a 12-month delay, a 

controversial bridge linking Hong Kong 
with Macau and Zhuhai is scheduled to 
open by the end of this year.

The HK$117 billion project is expected 
to slash travel times between Hong Kong 
and Macau, which returned to Chinese 
administration following more than 400 
years of Portuguese rule in 1999. A number 
of large-scale hotels and resorts have 
been built since a four-decade gambling 
monopoly was ended in 2001. The  
question on everyone’s mind is, what  
impact will the bridge have on the enclave’s  
hospitality industry?

“When it is completed, the 
29-kilometre span will make it one of the 
world’s longest bridges, and it is expected to 
reduce travelling time between Hong Kong 
Airport, Zhuhai and Macau,” says Ruth 
Boston, senior vice president, marketing 
and brand management, Sands China Ltd, 
which has eight hotels with approximately 
13,000 guest rooms.

“With this easy access, we envisage that 

Hong Kong, mixed signals for the hospitality industry

Macau Parisian, one of  the eight hotels owned by Sands China Ltd

Ruth Boston, senior vice 
president, marketing 
and brand management, 
Sands China Ltd

Marc Bichet Chief  Marketing 
Officer at GCP Hospitality
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it will attract an increased number of MICE 
delegates in particular. It will also make it 
more attractive for leisure travellers since 
we believe the travel time will be around 20 
minutes from the Hong Kong Airport  
to Macau.”

The current travel time between Hong 
Kong and Macau by way of jet foil is 
roughly one hour. Boats run at frequent 
intervals 24/7.

“The bridge will also provide travelers 
with the opportunity to visit Hong Kong 
and the southern part of China by road or 
by rail as well as visiting Macau,” Boston 
says. “The multi-destination possibilities 

will enhance the overall travellers’ 
experience in the region.” 

Two new hotels have opened this year, 
and the Macau Roosevelt is the newest. It 
is located at Fisherman’s Wharf, near the 
Macau Maritime Terminal.

Marc Bichet is Chief Marketing Officer 
at GCP Hospitality, the company managing 
the hotel. He is upbeat about the impact 
the bridge will have on what he describes 
as Asia’s entertainment capital’. “I am 

confident that the launch of the new Hong 
Kong-Zhuhai-Macau Bridge will bring 
positive impact to Macau’s hotel industry,” 
Bichet says. 

“This new regional infrastructure will 
enhance the convenience of the travellers, 
not only from Hong Kong and Zhuhai, but 
also from Pan-Pearl River Delta region. The 
increasing flow of people will further enhance 
Macau’s position as the entertainment and 
hospitality hub of Asia.”  

Heritage makeover; The Murray, a former government building re-purposed into a luxury hotel

Bucking a trend: Duncan Palmer, managing 
director, The Murray, Hong Kong

Macau Roosevelt at Fisherman’s Wharf, near the Macau 
Maritime Terminal, is the newest property to open

http://eurocavepro.hk

909, Chai Wan Industrial City, Phase 2, 70 Wing Tai Road, Chai Wan, Hong Kong
Tel: +852 2889 2123      Email: alpha@eurocave.com.hk

Alpha International Food Services

The
6000 Series

Model: 6170D
2 temperatures
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Set on the edge of the ocean 
between the Batukaru Mountain 
and terraced rice fields, Soori Bali  
is a hidden refuge of peace  

and tranquility.
‘Culturally vibrant and spiritually 

charged’, the region is home to one of Bali’s 
most sacred sites, Tanah Lot Temple as well 
as UNESCO protected rice fields which 
step down from volcanic Mount Batukaru 
in a local preserve which has managed to 
slip under the majority of travellers’ radar.

To preserve the largest area of 
agriculture fields on the island, Tabanan 
Regency Administration has been strict 
about the development of star-rated 
and city hotels. Only tourism facilities 
with a commitment to environmental 
conservation with 30 per cent of buildings 
and 70 per cent left naturally as paddy field 
or plantation get the seal of approval. 

The recently re-launched Soori Bali falls 
well within this remit.

What’s all the fuss?
Designed, owned and operated by 

architect Soo K. Chan and his wife Ling 
Fu, the resort prioritises environmental and 
cultural sustainability. 

Chan, founder of Singapore-based 
SCDA Architects, and Ling Fu, conceived 
the resort as their family’s private holiday 
home. But the setting was “so compelling, 
and the feng shui such an overwhelming 
experience,” they expanded their original 
vision to include the public.

“What is unique about Soori Bali is that 
we own it, we designed it, we built it and 
now we run it too,” Chan says. 

Balance and 
tranquility
With its stepped rice terraces, dramatic highland gorges, volcanic 

vistas, beaches, omnipresent temples, music and dance-dramas… not 
to mention never-ending cocktails… few destinations evoke visions of 

paradise like Bali. Can a resort dubbed ‘Bali as it should be’ live up  
to the hype? Zara Horner finds out

“For Ling and I, Soori Bali is as much 
a state of mind as it is a world-class resort; 
it’s a peaceful, spiritual, healing and re-
energising place.” 

Designed “with a lot of passion, care 
and love,” it’s evident “layers of thinking” 
have gone into the smallest details. The 
couple is responsible for how everything at 
the resort looks – from uniforms to cutlery 
– and have kept colours to a minimum;  
it’s texture and the use of light that make 
the difference.

Calling Soori Bali “one of the most 
honest things I’ve done,” Chan likens the 
project to a piece of art.

Guests are seeking refuge, a place of 
quiet contemplation, and a chance to 
redress the imbalances of their everyday 
stresses… “so the architecture has to be 
quiet, balanced and exude comfort and 
peace,” Chan says. 

The resort is anything but a monument 
to the couple’s vision, it’s so much more 
about place, and space.

For Chan it’s about “enclosing the 
outdoors; [about] compression and release.”

Guests’ first glimpse of Soori Bali is at 
the end of a long, slim driveway; turning 
left at the foyer a grand ocean vista presents 
itself and the healing begins. 

With an emphasis on environmental and 
cultural sustainability, Soori Bali is nestled in 
one of  the island’s most pristine areas

All staff  are locals to augment the 
authentic experience
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A design ethos of  balance and tranquility

The design “blurs the line between 
indoor and outdoor spaces. Myriad pools 
and courtyards open up spaces and promote 
natural light and cross-ventilation,” Chan 
points out.

Keeping it real
The EarthCheck-certified resort’s design 

minimises its carbon footprint through a 
host of measures, including reduced energy 
consumption, water conservation, waste 
management and the use of  
organic products.

Keeping things pure, its restaurants use 
fresh produce from nearby farms and spices 
from the resort’s own garden; the spa uses 
only high quality organic products. 

Soori Bali is designed “in a way that 
respects the integrity of the centuries-
old rice field irrigation practice called 
Subak,” Chan says. The 48 private pool 
villas, residences and common areas were 
built around existing irrigation paths 
and ceremonial routes , while several new 
temples were constructed in accordance 
with local beliefs. 

The resort design is a commitment to ‘a sense of  place’

“Luxury travel is about the authentic 
experience,” Chan asserts. “Service should 
be instinctive and guests should enjoy 
complete flexibility, and be on their own 
time. We want to instill a feeling of being 
away from structure. That comes from  
the heart.”

 
the journey

Work began in 2005 with the resort 
crafted solely out of local materials so that 
it “maintains a true sense of place.” The 
environmentally and culturally sustainable 
resort “melds soothing natural surrounds 
with contemporary Balinese design 
elements, polished teak, and intricate terra-
cotta tiles created by local artisans.”

The award-winning architecture drew 
inspiration from nearby villages and the 
natural surrounds. With a dormant volcano 
on the doorstep, volcanic stone abounds 
so the light grey stone was quarried from 
nearby sources and used as the foundation 
for the resort’s buildings.

N E W  1 0 5  M U L T I B O I L E R  A C T

CUSTOMIZATION, 
WITHOUT COMPROMISE.
Multiple profiles, catering for every taste. A boiler for each dispensing unit. Temperature 

profile setting via App and real-time control. Details that make all the difference. 

NEW 105 MULTIBOILER ACT: Italian technology, La San Marco quality promise.
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Colours are kept to a minimum as texture and light lead the design

The design blurs the line between the outdoors and indoors

Soori Bali is as 
much a state of  
mind as it is a 

world-class resort
Soo K. Chan

Daily life, as it has been in this part of 
Bali for centuries, continues as a result of 
this holistic design ; beach parades, onsite 
prayers and visiting local musicians and 
dancers introduce guests to Balinese culture. 

Coming up
Soori Bali will soon introduce a 

new Indonesian restaurant, moored in a 
traditional wooden Balinese house amid 
the resort’s rice fields and later this year will 

expand its helipad lawn on the 10-bedroom 
Soori Estate, totalling 5,250 square metres 
the cantilevered platform will jut out over 
the Indian Ocean.

The spa’s offerings are being significantly 
expanded, in line with the resort’s vision 
of being “Bali’s premier well-being 
destination promoting a more harmonious 
and sustainable way of life.” The resort’s 
‘journeys’ programme is “built around 
authentically-enriching experiences 
including visits to the onsite bat cave, 
kite-making, cooking classes with the 
chef, horseback riding on the beach, and 
indigenous fishing. Guests can even try 
their hand at learning to play the rindik 
(bamboo xylophone).”

The relaunch of Soori Bali, which 
recently joined Leading Hotels of the 
World, marks the first in a series of major 
developments to be rolled out under the 
Soori brand. Soori High Line, a residence 
opening in New York City’s West Chelsea, 
and Soori Niseko, a ski resort in Japan, 
underscore Soori’s philosophy of  
“living exceptionally well through  
holistic design.” 
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Preparedness 
planning will 

ensure that key 
management 
can anticipate 

and handle 
serious issues, 
incidents and 

emergencies while 
in the spotlight, 

and should 
be developed 
in parallel to 

operational crisis 
planning”

Andre de Jong, VP 
Operations South East 

Asia & Pacific, Carlson 
Rezidor Hotel Group

 John Grubb, senior vice president in charge 
of  marketing at Cetis Inc: Telephones are an 
important component of  every hotel security plan

Ensuring a safe and secure 
environment for staff and guests 
is essential for any hotel and 
modern technology plays an 

absolutely crucial role here. The latest 
systems help to protect against physical 
threats. Carlson Rezidor Hotel Group has 
implemented a robust safety and security 
programme that is predominantly based 
on threat and risk analysis. “Preparedness 
planning will ensure that key management 
can anticipate and handle serious issues, 
incidents and emergencies while in the 
spotlight, and should be developed in 
parallel to operational crisis planning,” says 
Andre de Jong, the group’s vice president, 
Operations, South East Asia & Pacific.
 De Jong refers to the TRICS formula. 
The acronym stands for: 
 • Threat Assessment - what can have a 
negative impact on you? 
 • Risk Mitigation – what can you do to 
lower or remove the threat? 

Keeping 
hotel
guests
safe
Public places are no longer 
immune from violent incidents. 
Several hotels have upped the 
security to keep their guests safe 
and to limit threats. A thorough and 
properly researched risk assessment 
has become par for the course. How 
can technology help keep hotels safe 
without security measures being “ in your 
face”? asks Donald Gasper

 • Incident Response Capability – what 
do you do when a threat materialises? 
 • Crisis Management, Communication 
and Continuity – what do you do when 
an incident is so large there is loss of life, 
disruption to operations or risk to the  
brand reputation? 
 “Our risk mitigation programme 
is based on an online self-assessment 
programme linked to a library of best 
practices,” the vice president explains. “It 
helps hotels document that they work 
systematically with safety and security 
throughout the year and gives them the 
opportunity to learn from the best practices 
amongst our 1, 400 global hotels.” For 
the guest, this is an example of the way 
technology assists behind the scenes to 
ensure a safe, secure and comfortable 
environment without being “in your face”. 
 “Technology has been an enabler to 
improve safety and security in hotels. That 
said, they must be well managed as part 

of the overall security initiative. Policies 
and procedures detailing data security, 
cybersecurity, emergency planning and 
response should be reinforced and reviewed 
regularly as well.” 

striKing the right 
balance
 Security measures must be discreet, 
however, and it is essential to strike the right 
balance between safety and intrusiveness. 
For Gregoir Chikaher,Global Hotels and 
Leisure Business Leader at engineering giant 
Arup, recent advances have enabled hotels 
to improve their systems without  
alarming customers.
 “Security methods have become more 
technically advanced and, because of this, 
harder to breach,” he told HMI magazine 
recently. “Most hotels now allow guests 
to book online using credit cards, and, by 
doing so, can collect information to verify 
people as they check in.”

emergency phones, as well as standard room 
phones equipped with dedicated SOS, or 
guest service keys may be programmed 
through the hotel PBX phone system to 
direct dial 911, or a selected emergency 
number located on the hotel property.
 Future security policies will continue to 
rely heavily on emerging technology.
 “In developing the use of technology 
in hotel security, the balance between 
protection and providing the right 
hospitality experience will always be an 
integral factor,” says Chikhaer. 

 CCTV, long-established as a basic  
safety measure, is also becoming 
increasingly sophisticated.
 “Systems have become much more 
proactive,” says Chikaher. “Cameras not 
only provide a level of general surveillance, 
but can also now detect items such as 
bags abandoned in public areas, provide 
automatic number plate recognition for pre-
registered guests and employee vehicles, and 
detect when a person is in a sensitive area.”
“Visiting a hotel should be a leisurely 
experience, where guests can slow down and 
relax. They are not prisons, and therefore 
you can’t restrain people too much.”

telephones, an 
emergency lifeline 
 “Telephones should be an important 
component of every hotel security plan,” 
says John Grubb, senior vice president in 
charge of marketing at Cetis Inc. “Hotel 
phones serve as an emergency lifeline for 
guests, whether the phones are installed in 
the guest room, lobby, common area  
or pool.”
 In fact, a phone plugged into an RJ11/
RJ14/RJ45 jack inside the guest room 
or common area is a more reliable guest 
emergency location device than a mobile 
phone, Grubb says. Why? “Because the 
traditional phone identifies the exact 
location of the guest for emergency 
responders, instead of just giving an 
estimate of location available with mobile 
network and Wi-Fi devices.”
 Cetis offers a wide range of analogue 
and VoIP phones, including Red desk and 
wall emergency phones, feature phones 
equipped with full-length Red emergency 
faceplates and standard desk phones with 
programmable guest service keys. Dedicated 
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Wine consumption trends in 
hotels and restaurants in 
Asia vary, reflecting both 
cultural and knowledge 

trends specific to each country in the 
region. In addition, it is further influenced 
by the wine consumption, preferences and 
knowledge of a guest’s home country.

For example, in the highly sophisticated 
wine market of Hong Kong, consumption 
is far higher than say in Malaysia. Hong 
Kong also attracts an international audience 
with travellers often having sound wine 
knowledge; not the case with all regions in 
Asia, though they are catching up.

BACK TO THE 
CLASSICS

Though wine trends 
in Asia-Pacific vary, 
consumers are going 
back to classics but 

with a hankering for 
smaller or previously 
overlooked region, 

writes Vicki Williams

Yvonne Cheung, director of wine for 
Swire Hotels says that a trend in Hong 
Kong is a focus on expanded tradition. 
“Our guests’ tastes have shifted more slowly 
in the last two years compared to the years 
before. There is a sense of going back to the 
classics, but with a little more expansion 
within a certain country or region as guests 
and producers are increasingly savvy.” For 
example instead of Puligny-Montrachet, 
guests are looking to St-Aubin, or even the 
Macon region. Instead of Rioja, they are 
looking to Rivera del Duero. 

Reports from Singapore indicate a 
similar trend, with a focus on smaller or 

Old world wines are once again the focus
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Regardless of trends, one important 
aspect not to be overlooked is wine 
storage. For example Eurocave, offers a 
range of storage solutions for both storing 
and ensuring the integrity of the opened 
bottles. Its Wine Art product is a popular 
option especially for businesses with low 
wine demand. According to the industry 
leader, with an impressive list of clients, the 
product “Guarantees that wine will be at a 
perfect serving temperature, allowing all of 
the flavours of the wine to remain intact, 
thanks to the air vacuum system.” What 
adds to its appeal is that bottles it holds can 
be kept at different temperatures. 

It also has a range of professional 
wine cabinets and wine-by-the-glass 
self serve options, in sizes to suit all. 
EuroCave Professional range, says the 
company, has an on-going commitment to 
offering solutions that are perfectly suited 
to the hotel, restaurant, wine merchant 
and wine-maker markets, as well as to their 
customers. Each of the brand’s products are 
the result of a combination of recognised 
technical expertise and ergonomics 
specifically optimised for professionals. 

previously overlooked regions gaining 
traction in restaurants particularly. The 
Veneto region of Italy and the Loire Valley 
in France are currently popular options in 
this regard.

One long-standing trend that is yet 
to change is the preference for red wines. 
“Hong Kong has always consumed a great 
volume of whites, but overall, the average 
spend for these bottles is less than that for 
red. I don’t think this is unusual in most 
parts of the world, but over time, I believe 
white wines will gain more favour in the 
market. I’m a believer that with more 
drinking experience, high quality white 
wines become more and more special to 
the discerning wine lover,” says Cheung. 
Red wines are also preferred in Singapore, 
Taiwan and South Korea, although the 
latter has seen an increase in white wine 
consumption with food. In Japan, there is a 
growing preference for sparkling wines.

Among Swire Hotels the most popular 
wines remain a “mixed bag” says Cheung. 
“What used to be a significant amount 
of European red (mainly French) has 
now branched to other climates and 
hemispheres. European reds still dominate, 
but this category now includes more Italian, 
Portuguese, and parts of France other 
than Bordeaux and Burgundy. We also do 
well with the Southern Hemisphere, most 
notably Australia and Argentina.”

In Singapore New World Wines, 
particularly Australia and Chile, dominate 
the market share.

Fine wines will always be in demand 
at the five-star hotel and Michelin-rate 
restaurant levels. One of the leaders in this 
sector is Omtis Fine Wines. One of its key 

There is a sense of  going 
back to the classics, but with 

a little more expansion within 
a certain country or region 
as guests and producers are 

increasingly savvy
Yvonne Cheung,  

director of  wine, Swire Hotels

strengths says the company is, “to help hotel 
and restaurant clients create exciting wine-
by-the-glass programmes that will not only 
please the most discerning clientele but that 
will encourage future bottle sales”. They 
also provide training, from wine education 
to service etiquette, to ensure staff are 
knowledgeable, enthusiastic, and well-
equipped to provide guests with the highest 
standards of hospitality services.

Cheung says that overall Hong Kong 
is following the pattern of a developing 
wine market. “We are unique in speed of 
learning, access to special domains, and 
we have a region scattered with incredibly 

prolific collectors, who help set the tone 
among the wine drinking muscle of the 
town. But still we show the predictable  
signs of a growing palate.” 

A growing trend is the demand for 
organic wines. Cheung says, “The demand 
for organic wines is still relatively nascent, 
but our industry habits are shifting, and I 
believe soon it will be a regular part of  
the conversation.” 

With so many preferences and other 
differences at play a blanket wine trend 
outlook for hotels or restaurants with a 
presence in more than one Asian market is 
unlikely to succeed.
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Perfecting 
Pasta

This year’s 18th annual World Pasta Day falls on October 25, when the 
celebrations will be hosted by Sao Paulo in Brazil. While the festival 
is relatively new, pasta has been around for 4,000 years or more. And 
though it has changed little through the millennia, it is morphing to 

accommodate health concerns, writes Jane Ram 

Traditional pasta is made with 
whole grain wheat flour, but it 
has long since become a generic 
term including all types of 

noodles (originally specifically made with 
eggs). Pasta is a classic, inexpensive comfort 
food in virtually every culture. It is fairly 
stable to transport and store, easy and 
quick to prepare and extremely versatile. 
The traditional source is still Italy, but over 
48 countries produce sizeable quantities 

of their own pasta products, with only the 
Philippines classified among major  
Asian players.
 Pasta is the most popular item on 
the menus throughout the five Italian 
restaurants in the Hong Kong-based Divino 
Group, says corporate chef/owner, Michele 
Senigaglia. “Since I arrived in Hong Kong 
in 1998, locals have learned to enjoy 
pasta “al dente”. Initially I received many 
comments and complaints that the pasta 

was hard or under-cooked. Among the best-
loved pasta types remain spaghetti, in HK 
in particular, for their resemblance to the 
local noodles. Every country has some kind 
of favourite. Americans like macaroni and 
they have created their own way to serve it 
as Mac&Cheese.”
 Not all Italians are happy with the 
internationalisation and diversification of 
their iconic ingredient. “If there’s a dish 
that represents the worst worldwide forgery 

of Italian cooking, it has to be the so-called bolognaise,” says 
Mario Caramella, president of the GVCI, (Virtual Group of 
Italian Chefs, which has over 2,200 associates working in 70 
countries worldwide). Their site is the voice of a network of 
chefs, restaurateurs and culinary professionals working in the 
Italian cuisine industry outside Italy. “It’s prepared out of the 
most bizarre ingredients, often with overcooked spaghetti, sold 
in a can; stuff that has nothing to do with genuine original 
tagliatelle al ragù,” adds Caramella.
 “Noodles are a staple in many Asian countries, from mie 
goreng in Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore to la mian in 
China, pad thai in Thailand and Vietnamese pho. So it is 
natural Asian people also wanted to try Italian style pasta, 
which is similar enough to be familiar, but different enough 
to have an exotic appeal,” says Karlheinz Ritter, executive chef 
restaurants and Paiza at The Venetian Macao. “While Chinese 
people at first targeted the classics such as spaghetti bolognese, 
carbonara, lasagna and seafood pasta, as they became better 
travelled and more sophisticated they began demanding more 
adventurous dishes, including pasta with braised octopus and 
bone marrow, with white or black truffle, with sea urchin, 
ravioli with pumpkin and sage, just to name a few.”

a New BegiNNiNg
 Richard Blossom started his gluten-free pasta business 
because his daughter is celiac and it was hard to find good 
tasting and healthy gluten-free food. He sells it through high 
end supermarkets in Thailand and Hong Kong under the 
Perfect Earth Brand as part of a social enterprise focused on the 
hill-tribe communities of Northern Thailand. “As we developed 
our pasta, our standard was not just to create a good gluten 

Traditional source of  pasta is 
still Italy, but over 48 countries 
produce sizeable quantities of  

their own pasta products

“Noodles are a staple in 
many Asian countries, from 

mie goreng in Indonesia, 
Malaysia and Singapore to 
la mian in China, pad thai in 
Thailand and Vietnamese 
pho. So it is natural Asian 
people also wanted to try 
Italian style pasta, which 
is similar enough to be 
familiar, but different 

enough to have an  
exotic appeal”

Karlheinz Ritter, executive chef  restaurants 
and Paiza, The Venetian Macao
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free alternative to regular products but to 
produce products that people would prefer 
over any alternative. We believe our pasta 
delivers on that without having to rely on 
starches. Our ingredients are as simple as 
can be: organic rice and organic chia.” 
 Manufacturers and creative chefs are 
responding in diverse ways to the growing 
demand for novelty. Barilla, one of the 
world’s largest dry-pasta manufacturers, is 
moving in new directions to compete with 
new fads and trends. The company has 
developed a 3D pasta printer, which can 
use fresh pasta dough to create customised 
shapes almost instantly. 
“Pasta is experiencing something of a new 
beginning, but it’s more of a reinvention 
than a rediscovery,” says Marc Heperin, 
resident F&B expert at QSR magazine. 
“There are two driving forces here: 
consumer interest in regional ethnic 
flavours, particularly Italian, and the 
popularity of culinary mash-ups.”
 “The age group that would appreciate 
pasta are health conscious, and the demand 
wanes with them, as they see it as a carb 
demon,” says Mohammad Kunhi, executive 
chef AccorHotels Greater China  “From 
what I have seen across China, it’s still a 
trendy comfort food for casual gatherings.”
 Barilla Pronto is prepared in one pan, 
with no need to wait for water to boil and 
no draining required. Consumers are able 
to cook, then stir occasionally until most of 
the water is absorbed into the pasta and it is 
ready to eat. 

FiNger oN the Pulse
 “Chinese consumers are not into 
making pasta sauces,” points out Ricky Xu, 
founder and publisher of Global Gourmet, 
China’s most authoritative food-centred 
publication. “Cans of ready-to-use pasta 
sauces line the shelves with all sorts of 
flavours although red are the most popular.”  
 Family-owned trading company Amson 
Ltd has offices in Hong Kong, China and 
Sweden. At the recent Hong Kong Food 
Expo the company experienced brisk sales 
of some of its types of Firma Italia  
flavoured pasta. 
 “Hong Kong people like seafood 
so calamari ink pasta and seafood pasta 
are popular,” says Boris Lo, a company 
spokesperson. “Last year we introduced 
truffle pasta and that was a good seller. 
Some Chinese are lactose intolerant, but 
those who like cheese really enjoy our cheese 
flavours. Tomato may be traditional Italian, 
but it does not go well in Hong Kong. This 

is quick convenient food, but it is not like 
instant noodles – it needs to be boiled for 
about seven minutes before eating. Students 
love it!” 
 Originally from Indonesia, but with 
extensive international experience, Indra 
Budiman, general manager of boutique 
luxury hotels Shinta Mani Angkor, Shinta 
Mani Shack and Shinta Mani Angkor-
Bensley Collection, has his finger firmly on 
the pulse of Southeast Asian taste. “People 
tend to be more health-conscious these days 
and they tend to avoid pasta as they see it as 
super carbo food. Despite that I still like it 
and of course, the original one. These days 
our chefs need to prepare gluten-free, whole 
wheat or organic pasta to capture these 
niche markets.
 He adds, “Some places tend to modify 
recipes to suit local Asian taste – in Thailand 
they eat tom yam pasta, in Indonesia it’s 
rendang pasta, but I guess this won’t capture 
much of a market share! Despite health 
fads, overall in Asian countries, the demand 
of pasta will increase as more and more  
people learn to enjoy it – but with a real 
Italian touch.” 

Perfect Earth manufactures gluten free pasta as part of  a 
social enterprise focused on the hill-tribe communities of  

Northern Thailand

Fresh handmade pasta at Pici, Hong Kong, 
has a steady fan following

Fresh ravioli at Pici, Hong Kong

Across Asia, pasta is a trendy 
comfort food; photo: Divino Group

Corporate chef/owner, Michele 
Senigaglia of  Divino Group says: 

“Since I arrived in Hong Kong 
in 1998, locals have learned to 

enjoy pasta “al dente”
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Executive chef  Christophe Moret, below 
left, has created a 100 percent vegan 
afternoon tea for Shangri-La Hotel, 
Paris. Alongside is a vegan dessert 
inspired by the French calisson

Gastronomy is widely celebrated 
as an intangible part of France’s 
national heritage. Dairy in 
the form of cream, butter and 

cheese exquisitely integrated into dishes 
have become synonymous with traditional 
French cuisine – think flaky croissants, 
onion soup topped with Gruyere or 
potatoes au gratin enriched with rich cream. 
Yet with the rise of lactose intolerances, 
health issues associated with high caloric 
intake, and vegan lifestyle choices, French 
chefs are scratching their heads at how to 
reinterpret their cuisine creatively with 
alternatives that contain no dairy. Some are 
even opting to create entirely vegan menus, 
with great success. This is particularly 
evident in 5-star hotels, where resources and 
budgets are in line with guest expectations. 

Cream off 
the Crop

The diary-free trend is having a profound impact on the hospitality 
industry, with catering establishments and hotels having to accommodate 

the new demand. But French chefs are rising to the challenge
 as Rebecca Lo discovers an entirely vegan menu. It also offers a cart 

of vegan ice creams. We always have diary-
free options on our menus for savoury and 
sweet dishes at our two-Michelin-starred 
restaurant L’Abeille and La Bauhinia. There 
is not a big difference in demand based on 
culture, but maybe we get slightly more 
dairy free requests from American and 
European guests.” 

Dietary aspirations
 In Asia, chefs in hotels with French 
DNA such as the luxury brand Sofitel 
are also experiencing increasing demand 
for dairy-free options, but these requests 
tend to be from western travellers rather 
than Asians. “They would normally 

Luxury hotel chefs find that pleasing guests 
means offering more options – and that 
includes their own spin on French classics.

Green Gastronomy
 Since 2015, Shangri-La Hotel, Paris has 
offered 100 per cent Vegan Afternoon Tea 
and 100 per cent Green Dinners options, 
in response to guest demand for entirely 
plant based indulgences. Conceived by 
executive chef Christophe Moret and head 
pastry chef Michaël Bartocetti, the popular 
menus by the Hong Kong-based operator 
were followed by B-Green Breakfasts 
introduced last year to energise guests by 
kick starting the day with super foods. 
“Every day, we have guests who are dairy 
intolerant, and the aim was to stop simply 
offering fruit salads as dairy-free options,” 

explains Bartocetti. “We wanted something 
more structured and improved. We worked 
around creations without integrating butter 
or milk, and replaced them with coconut 
oil or margarine. It was up to us to do the 
research to make pastries without them 
being saturated or hydrogenated. For 
instance, milk and cream can be replaced 
with vegetal milk or cream. Vegan cheese, 
based on almond milk or cashew nuts, is an 
alternative to the traditional version.” 
 “The 100 per cent Vegan Afternoon 
Tea presents pastries, dry biscuits and mini 
savoury sandwiches,” notes Moret. “The 
B-Green Breakfast is a detox option with 
no gluten or lactose. La 8 Iéna’s Terrace is 
open for the summer months and proposes 

Food intolerances 
in Asia are 

generally on the 
rise, with lactose 
intolerance being 

one of  them
Mohammad Ali Kunhi, 
regional executive chef, 

AccorHotels Greater China

Vegan afternoon tea with Champagne and below the figolu reinvented, Restaurant La Bauhinia, Shangri-La Hotel, Paris
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 Open in spring 2017, Sofitel Foshan brings French flare to 
southern China. Its executive chef Mikael Robin has noticed 
that guests seek guidance rather than have specific alternatives 
when it comes to dairy-free dishes. “It appears that local dairy 
free diets are most likely due to health reasons,” Robin observes. 
“Rarely do I hear a guest voicing a lifestyle motivation for their 
dairy-free diet. But I forecast that as China has been growing 
economically for the past decades, more and more customers 
will be able to choose a plant-based diet. Not just with dairy-free 
products, but also with gluten-free, vegetarian, vegan, sustainable 
or even organic choices.” 

Culinary ChallenGes
 For veterans such as Robin, Kunhi, Moret and Bartocetti, 
creating dairy-free dishes is a welcome challenge to get their 
culinary juices flowing. Moret explains that vegan cheese can be 
used for pizza, and olive oil can enrich soups instead of cream. 
“We serve a risotto which does not have any butter or cream, but 
is thickened with vegetable puree,” he notes. 
 Robin adds: “The increase of dietary requirements has 
certainly impacted the creativity of our industry. Molecular, 
modernist, spherification and gelification techniques, which 
a decade ago were most likely of an industrial use, are now 
practices in our daily kitchens worldwide. Special creations seem 
to stand out among our dishes: lamb chops, seared tofu, vegetal 
pea puree and mint tea gel. The dairy-free, low calorie, western/
Asian dishes are really successful not only with locals but also 
international palates.” 
 “The difficulty lies in the fact that you cannot simply 
replace a product with another in an existing recipe,” begs 
Bartocetti. “For instance, an egg cannot be replaced by another 
basic ingredient, as many steps come into account, particularly 
the actual cooking. So we had to create recipes where all the 
elements worked together. For example, vegetal yoghurt uses 
fermented vegetal milk, which is thick and can be used as a 
replacement for other fats. We also use starch, gum, pectin, 
vegetal milk or cream, to bring the necessary consistency to 
desserts. We sometimes use cereals like linseed, which  
naturally gels.”
 “When I need to replace cream for creamy French soups,” 
says Robin, “I actually use a simple technique of nouvelle 
cuisine by French chef Bernard Loiseau. It emphasises freshness 
and lightness with vegetal and vegetable purees as the binding 
element. For example, I am replacing the cream with almond 
puree in our best selling mushroom soup. The nutty aspect of 
the almond matches perfectly with the mushrooms.” 

request to have such dietary food options 
to be available upon their arrival at the 
hotel,” reveals Mohammad Ali Kunhi, 
regional executive chef of AccorHotels 
Greater China and executive chef with 
Sofitel Kunming. “I would say that food 
intolerances in Asia are generally on the 
rise, with lactose intolerance being one 
of them. Specifically, these guests would 
request soy milk, nuts – particularly 
almonds – and green vegetables. As I am 
based in Kunming, dairy-free products are 
not easily accessible. Most times, I get them 
from Shanghai or Guangzhou to bulk up 
the stock here. I find the most successful 
items with lactose intolerant guests are our 
soy milk walnut bread and quinoa porridge. 
As you know, most hard cheeses such as 
parmesan has low traces of lactose due to 
the fact that during the process of making 
the cheese, a lot of the lactose has been 
drained away. Here at Sofitel Kunming, we 
have created a pizza with Yunnan Matsutake 
mushrooms, truffles, eggs, rocket leaves and 
parmesan shavings.” 

Above: Dairy-free pannacotta from 
almond milk with berry compote and 
fresh physalis fruits; Sofitel Foshan

Left:  Executive chef  Mikael Robin 
of  Sofitel Foshan feels  guests seek 
guidance rather than have specific 
alternatives when it comes to dairy-
free dishes

Vegan risotto thickened with vegetable puree 
instead of  butter or cream; Sofitel Foshan
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Aware of  the side effects of  synthetic or 
artificial chemicals guests are demanding 
organic alternatives; Photo: Four Seasons

People around the world are 
becoming increasingly aware of 
the health impacts of what they 
are putting in and on their bodies. 

They are also showing more concern for the 
environment, and are supporting brands 
that are as environmentally and socially 
responsible as possible. This demand for 
more sustainable products is increasingly 
evident in spas, where customers expect a 
holistic attitude to wellness.

After all, what we put on our skin 
is not just physical, but emotional, says 

Green 
chemistry
The buzz words in the spa industry are sustainability and holistic. 

Customers demand it and spas are responding, writes Victoria Burrows

Dr Gautham Shetty, Ayurvedic doctor at 
Four Seasons Resort Maldives at Landaa 
Giraavaru.

“We have a direct physical and 
emotional relationship with cosmetics,” he 
says, “as we wear them daily on our skin. 
More and more guests are aware of the side 
effects of synthetic or artificial chemicals; 
using organic and herb-based cosmetics is 
the natural way.”

The products used in the Landaa 
Giraavaru spa are organic, as are the 
medicines at the Ayurvedic counter. 

Professional beauty care company 
Sothys also focuses on the natural, having 
planted a 4-hectare Organic Beauty Garden 
in Auriac, France, and including more 
natural ingredients in their products – what 
they describe as “green chemistry”.

“We put much effort in green 
chemistry, natural assets, and patented 
natural ingredients,” says Hilda Kwok, 
brand manager, Sothys, Hong Kong 
region. “In our latest products, we have 
focused our research on natural ingredients: 
saffron flower polyphenols and quercetin 

“It is a business 
ethic and 
our social 

responsibility. 
Sothys emphasises 

the safety and 
efficacy of  our 

products, as well 
as their sensorial 
quality. We keep 

our promise 
by providing 

effective 
products while 

respecting nature. 
Sustainable 

development is 
crucial.”
Hilda Kwok,  

brand manager, Sothys, 
Hong Kong

dimer of the sophora flower are the active 
ingredients. Using natural and/or organic 
ingredients is a worldwide trend in the 
cosmetics industry. 

“Nowadays, as more people become 
aware of the negative effects of using 
chemical ingredients, they chose safer and 
higher quality products over products 
containing ingredients that destroy the 
environment. Thanks to innovative 
technology in the laboratory, scientists can 
draw from the heart of nature to discover 
the best potential of natural ingredients.”

While most spas and spa products 
companies state that quality is most 
important, they agree that giving customers 
an experience of the local can be beneficial.

“Guests like to have a distinctive 
experience with local flavour,” says Dr 
Shetty. “It is also beneficial to spas as they 
are then able to identify themselves as 
unique among their competitors.” 

The organic coconut oil that is 
used extensively in many of the Landaa 
Giraavaru spa therapies is locally procured. 
It is also sold at the spa for guests who 
would like to take the oil back home with 
them. 

Sothys also provides some local appeal 

in its products.  “We believe that the 
most important criteria for spa guests are 
professionalism, quality products and a 
good brand reputation, rather than just 
looking for ‘local’ appeal. However, if 
the spa provides effective products that 
also have some local appeal, then this 

Ayurvedic consultation, Four Seasons Resort 
Maldives at Landaa Giraavaru

Natural, holistic products resonate with 
customers. Photo: Hyatt Regency Hong Kong
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can add a distinctive feature, and may 
be more interesting to guests. Because 
of this, we developed a body care series 
called Hanakasumi with the theme of 
cherry blossom and lotus, and the luxury 
La Crème 128 treatment which contains 
the exclusive ingredient from Les Jardins 
Sothys, called Sothys Rose.” 

There is also a move in the cosmetics 
and spa industry towards sustainable and 
recyclable packaging. Companies are 
reducing the size and weight of packaging 
components, with Sothys, for example, 
having recently reduced their packaging 
components from 93g to 78g. Companies 
are also using more recyclable materials, 

The Ubuntu Journey at Six Senses Spa Zil Pasyon (Félicité, 
Seychelles) is based around sustainable, organic products

Beauty care company Sothys focuses on 
the natural – what they describe as “green 
chemistry”

such as recyclable cellophane, PMMA, PET, 
PETG, wood and paper. Wood, cardboard 
and paper are increasingly sourced from 
sustainably managed forests. The move to 
natural, organic ingredients and sustainable 
packaging doesn’t only boost health, help 
the planet and please customers, but it can 
also be good for business.

“A brand is more than a name – it’s 
the sum of a consumer’s experiences with a 
recognisable product – and it’s powerful,” 
says Dr Shetty. “Being recognised as an 
organic brand will give authenticity and 
good will to the product, which may result 
in increased revenue. Organic products are 
more acceptable to guests as they will likely 
be aware that there is less chance of adverse 
reactions and no possibility of toxicity. 
Guest experience will be enhanced through 
the use of natural and organic products.” 

Of course, using natural, organic or 
sustainable ingredients and packaging is 
likely to increase the cost of the production 
process, but many brands believe it is worth 
it. “It is a business ethic and our social 
responsibility,” says Kwok. 

“Sothys emphasises the safety and 
efficacy of our products, as well as their 
sensorial quality. We keep our promise 
by providing effective products while 
respecting nature. Sustainable development 
is crucial if we are to balance social, 
economic, environmental and resource 
needs, both for the present and future 
generations.” 
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Is colourful and casual still the trend for tableware or is it back to the 
classic look? Donald Gasper looks at recent trends

With society’s rising affluence, 
the choice of tableware 
has become a natural 
consideration not only for 

accomplished chefs but also for people who 
know that the dining table is a backdrop 
for the everyday. But when it comes to the 
colour and design of tableware, the market 
is flooded with a dazzling smorgasbord of 
choices. The big question is: Does colourful 
and casual tableware still dictate the trend 
on the dining table or are we headed for a 
revisit to the classic look?

Gill Head, marketing manager at 
tableware supplier Artis, believes it is fair to 
say that the relaxed styles of tableware more 

Tables
with attitude

commonly found in casual-dining establishments are spreading 
to more formal spaces. “The re-emergence of colour and the 
continuance of a somewhat rustic theme were key trends for 
2016.”

Head also says the tendency towards sharing platters and 
tapas-style small plates is now firmly established in the casual-
dining sector, and elements of this are now percolating through 
to more formal venues.

design and strategy
“Coloured and modern-looking crockery is certainly an 

ongoing trend,” says Stella Pai, a senior marketing executive of 
Athena Tableware’s Hong Kong regional office. “It is considered 
one of the forms for both users and ceramic designers to 
express their individualism through their artistry, with creative, 
sometimes bold yet over-the-top themes to express their 
pursuit of light-hearted pleasure and to add more spice to their 
lifestyles.”

Athena Tableware is based in Lincolnshire in the UK with 
its main business focused on supplying tableware to hotels, 
restaurants and food services. Its first range under the name 
Athena was launched in 2005 and since then it has been 
committed to product design and development for catering 
professionals. The head office keeps focus on design and strategy, 
while the company’s sales office in Birmingham provides 
personalised solutions to all the needs of its customers. Parallel 
to this, there is a regional office in Hong Kong to cope with the 
emerging Asia market. 

Serving the world through a growing distributors network, 
Athena Tableware remains focused on satisfying its customers 
through innovative designs and trustworthy quality. The 
company also cooperates with famous designers such as Nick 
Munro to pursue perfect ranges.

Athena Tableware: focused on innovative 
designs and trustworthy quality cooperates 

with famous designers like Nick Munro 

On the Luzerene table: Tin Tin bringing, colour, sharing platters and 
tapas-style small plates to the table

Casual tableware is still dictating the trend on the dining table; options 
from Lincolnshire-based Athena Tableware
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formal dining environments.”
Traditionally, the shape and style of 

glassware were designed so that they would 
not overshadow the essence of what the 
vessel contained, says Pai. However, through 
the application of more unconventional 
designs and vivid colours, it is increasingly 
used to create a chic visual surprise, 
especially in boutique hotels and bistros. 

“Hence, the classic does and will always 
have its own undeniable stand in the formal 
setting of wine and dine. Tradition will not 
fade away, as that has been a long-lasting 
standard of the realisation of humans’ 
senses, perceptions and historical influences.

“Still, the trend of crockery and 
glassware is always fluctuating on a 
wave, surfing together with society and 
economy around the world. Subculture and 
minimalism have set in to have a strong 
impact on our lives so that we will expect 
more of discreetly fascinating ideas for 
casual and semi-formal dining. In the end, 
the captivating part will not be what styles 
are trending but how we place the elements 
together in the playground and make them 
work together.” 

Meanwhile, drawing on over 70 years 
of tradition and knowledge, Luzerne is 
another firm that designs and creates fine 
tableware for a range of industries, from 
hospitality to retail. Today, the brand is a 
trusted companion in both Michelin-starred 
restaurants and the simple kitchen.

“Food brings people together. And 
the choice of tableware can ingeniously 
complement a dish, be it a truffle specialty 
or simple fare in the backyard. We look 
at tableware as a creative extension of 
everyday life and do not restrict ourselves 
to the confines of what is trending,” says 
Elaine Lek, head of branding, Luzerne 
Global. “We encourage people to explore 
the intricate relationship between their 
food and how it is plated. This is why our 
upcoming collections, Tin Tin and Drizzle, 
place particular emphasis on this.”

She says colours remain a strong 
influence, along with demand for 
interesting shapes. “In line with this, and 
the trend for traditional pottery with a 
contemporary twist, we have just launched 
some amazing shapes and colours as part of 
our new hand-painted porcelain series.”

grab and go
Heather Brooks, sales director at 

Primeware Ceramics, says: “For us, the 
main growth area is tableware for finger 
foods, either in porcelain or melamine. This 
would appear to be a direct consequence 
of the growing trend towards ‘grab and go’ 
and street food. These trends have led to 
consumers becoming far more comfortable 
with eating with their hands and this 
relaxed attitude is now finding its way into 

Luzerne Global, encouraging people to explore the intricate 
relationship between their food and how it is plated

Stella Pai, senior marketing executive, Athena 
Tableware HK: designers express their 
individualism through their artistry, with 
creative, bold themes

Elaine Lek, head of  branding, 
Luzerne Global: tableware is a 

creative extension of  everyday life.

Traditional with a 
contemporary twist, Luzerne
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Krug and 
burgers
 Beef & Liberty’s group executive 
chef Uwe Opocensky has created 
a truffle & mushroom burger – an 
umami-packed burger to pair with 
Krug Grande Cuvée at all Beef & 
Liberty restaurants in Hong Kong and 
Shanghai. For the price of HK$1,388, 
you get two truffle & mushroom 
burgers and one bottle of Krug 
Grande Cuvée. A perfect match. The 
promotion ends in the first week of 
October but we vote for the burger to 
be permanently on the menu. 
http://www.beef-liberty.com/hk/

Katsu in singapore
 Katsu lovers can look forward to an authentic 
Japanese eatery, Fry Pan Shokudo (Fry Pan “canteen”), 
serving katsu-concepts at digestible price tags. Located 
within Japan Foods Garden, Fry Pan Shokudo is the 
latest eatery to join the enclave of Japanese food options 
tucked away in a corner of Isetan Scotts Food Republic. 
Wholly-owned by La Ditta Limited and helmed by Taka 
Daiya, the eatery serves Western-inspired traditional 
Japanese cutlets on a mini black ceramic-coated frying 
pans; hence the name.

BOTTeGa PrOseCCO 
ranKs nO. 3 
 According to IWSR data on the top 20 Champagne and sparkling wine brands in travel retail, 
Bottega prosecco ranks No. 3 in the global Travel Retail market, after Moët & Chandon (ranked No. 
1) and Veuve Clicquot (ranked No. 2). In the same global chart, “Il Vino dell’Amore Petalo Moscato” 
(Bottega sweet sparkling Moscato) ranks No. 9. Bottega  is one of the leading players in this market. 
It started with artistic, blown-glass bottles of grappa, and eye-catching distillates and liqueurs; 
but sparkling wines were crucial for the success of the brand. Bottega products are listed in the 
catalogues of more than 50 airlines and globally present at all of the most important duty free shops.  
In October, Bottega will exhibit at TFWA in Cannes, at stand A11 - Blue Village.

Craft 
beer and 
Halloween
 The Butchers Club, Hong Kong is kicking off 
the weekend of  October 28 & 29 with a Craft 
Beer Festival on the roof top of the Butchers 
Club Secret Kitchen in the uber cool district of 
Wong Chuk Hang. The Club is teaming up with five 
local breweries for the Craft Beer Festival where 
attendees get to meet the brewers in person and 
taste their latest brews. Expect over 50 types 
of beer, a live Beatles tribute band, Beer Pong 
competition and a Barbecue by The Butchers Club 
Burger. And on Halloween The Butchers Club’s 
Southside Market Long Lunch is back with a  
special Brothers Grimm fairy tale-style Halloween 
bonanza on October 29. (www.thebutchers.club)

Celadon Journey
 Chef Rossarin from the well-known Thai restaurant Celadon 
at The Sukhothai Bangkok is introducing her unique Thai cuisine 
tasting menu. It took almost a year for Rossarin to develop each of 
her chosen dishes. The key message from her new tasting menu is 
simple: she wants to introduce everyone to the joys of authentic Thai 
home food. Each dish is produced in original Thai style, applying 
modern techniques. Featuring on the menu are dishes like Alaskan 
king crab and fresh bilimbi, coconut and shrimp paste dressing; 
southern style braised pork belly with rotten egg of liquid five spices; 
and southern style yellow curry with snow fish and toddy palm. 
Try it as a 12- or 9-course experience. (www.sukhothai.com)

lOBsTer anD BurGer lOunGe
 The St. Regis Bangkok is launching an elevated dining experience: The Lobster & Burger Lounge; a relaxing ambience to 
enjoy Boston lobster and Australian wagyu burgers. The St. Regis Classic Burger, is composed of a 6oz grilled Wagyu patty, crispy 
bacon, Swiss raclette cheese and homemade bloody mary ketchup, on a sesame bun with sides. In the Rossini Burger, enjoy a 
6oz grilled wagyu patty, pan-fried foie gras and black truffle mayo, on a sesame bun. Or opt for the Surf ‘n Turf Burger - grilled 6oz 
wagyu beef pat, half steamed Boston lobster, herb aioli, Sesame seed bun. The Lobster Roll has whole steamed Boston lobster, 
wasabi mayo, on a brioche bun with garlic and parsley butter sauce. All served with parmesan, truffle fries and a crisp side salad.
 (stregis.com/bangkok)
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when the 
Lotus Blooms
 Thailand’s Italasia, a leading supplier of wines, spirits and 
food products and equipment to the hotel industry and restaurants 
recently launched a new line of tableware for the hospitality industry 
at the World Gourmet Festival in Bangkok’s Anantara Siam. The 
dinnerware was unveiled at a specially conceived ‘Fragrance and 
Fashion’ lunch where fine wines, fine cuisine, fine tableware and 
fragrances came together to create the perfect experience.
 Marketed globally by Italasia Electro Company, produced by 
Luzerene and designed by Lotus arts De vivre, the ‘Lotus Leafs’ 
white crockery takes the famous lotus motif of  Lotus Arts de Vivre 
and puts it in a restaurant setting. The white ceramic dinnerware  
edged in silver is elegant but strong enough to take the knocks of a 
restaurant kitchen. 
 The lotus leaf and bud design, a signature motif of Lotus Arts 
de Vivre was conceived by designer Rolf van Bueren (chairman 
and mentor, Lotus Arts de Vivre). It is an elegant motif that not only 
symbolises purity and perfection, but reflects Thai heritage. Each set 
comprises five plates: soup, entre, main course, dessert and side. 
 Luzerne has carefully forged the plates at a higher temperature 
to produce a more translucent and purer shade of white. The 
photorealistic artwork is printed on porcelain using the latest ceramic 
printing technology. The plates are dishwasher and microwave safe.  
 Also launched by the trio was ‘Bamboo – Au Naturel’ diningware 
collection with five plates per set: soup, entre, main course, dessert 
and side. This design too is by Lotus Arts De Vivre.
 (www.Italasiagroup.com)

that perfect dram
 The Singleton of Glen Ord has released its oldest whisky in its 
180-year history to date – a 41-year-old single malt – as part of its new 
Forgotten Drop series. The whisky is matured in refill American oak 
casks instead of the usual Sherry casks that Glen Ord uses. Bottled at 
cask strength of 49.9% abv, it is  exclusively available only in Asia, and 
is limited to 600 bottles; valued at  £2,200.00 per bottle.

Amenities  
for children
 Groupe GM, a leading international player in the 
guest amenity sector, is introducing a new line that is 
especially tailored towards child guests. 
 Laurent Marchand, President of Groupe GM, 
commented: “The incorporation of a children’s line marks 
a new area of diversification for Groupe GM, and caters 
to the needs of the youngest guests. These products  
will make kids feel as though they are getting a little 
special attention and will really make hotels stand out 
from the competition”.
 The line contains a wide range of items which will 
ensure that even children feel welcome and catered to.  
 The first item that will be offered is called “My Fun 
Box”. This box contains a 30ml tube of hair & body gel, a 
20g bar of soap, and a game book with their own pencil 
to explore the jungle with. The hair and body gel is fruity 

and deliciously fragranced. The line also features a “Colouring Set” 
that contains a colouring book and colour pencils for guests to 
enjoy in their downtime. Plus youngsters will get the Amimo Kids 
slippers upon arrival, adding a new level of luxury to their stay.
 Finally, this line will have a “Lucky Box” which will provide a  
little sense of mystery. In it will be a balloon, a sweet, and a  
mystery toy; children will get to open the box and discover the   
toy they have received.
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November 2-4 2017 Myan Hotel 2017
MEP Mindama, 
Yangon, Myanmar

Myanmar’s tourism industry experiencing exponential 
growth in recent years, is creating a wealth of business 
opportunities within the country’s hospitality industry. 
A series of major international hotel and restaurant 
chains have been steadily entering the market, and the 
trend shows no sign of slowing down. Myanhotel 2017 
Expo is the key platform  for business opportunities 
within the sector.

AMB Tarsus Events Group
Unit 805, Hilltop Tower,  
Hnin Si Gone Rd, Ahlone Township
Yangon, Myanmar
Tel: +95 01 2301311 ext 2075
darren@ambtarsus.com

DatE EvENt DEtails ORGaNisER DatE EvENt DEtails ORGaNisER

October 18-20 2017

October 2-4 2017

October 16-18 2017

October 20-24 2017

October 25-27 2017

November 14-16 2017

November 15-18 2017

December 5-7 2017

March 26-29 2018

april 16-19 2018

November 9-11 2017

November 9-12 2017

Hotel investment 
Conference asia 
Pacific (HiCaP)
interContinental 
Hong Kong

The Restaurant show 
Olympia london, 
london, UK

Hotel, Hospitality & 
Food asia
sri lanka Exhibition 
& Convention 
Centre Paijanindia, 
Colombo, sri lanka

HostMilano
Fiera Milano
Milan, italy

itB asia 
Marina Bay sands, 
singapore

FHC China

vietnam FoodExpo 
2017
saigon Exhibition & 
Convention Center
saigon, vietnam

WOP  Dubai 2017
Dubai World trade 
Centre, Dubai, UaE

Hotelex shanghai
shanghai New 
international Expo 
Centre, shanghai, 
China

alimentaria 2018
Gran via venue, 
Barcelona, spain

Hong Kong int’l Wine 
& spirits Fair 2017
Hong Kong 
Convention and 
Exhibition Centre, 
Hong Kong

seoul int’l Café show
COEX Convention 
Center Grand Ball 
Room, seoul, south 
Korea

For over 25 years, HICAP has been the annual gathering 
place for Asia-Pacific’s hotel investment community, 
attracting the most influential owners, developers, 
lenders, executives, and professional advisors from 
around the globe. Make new contacts, strengthen 
existing relationships, learn, or orchestrate a deal at 
HICAP. With energetic sessions and workshops and 
unrivalled networking events, HICAP presents the 
opportunity to meet and connect with the people who 
really matter. 

The Restaurant Show is a unique trade event that caters 
to those owning, operating and working in restaurants, 
hotels, catering companies and leisure establishments 
across the UK. The Restaurant Show is designed to 
provide you with the tools, ideas and networking 
opportunities you need to build your restaurant or 
foodservice business.

Hotel Hospitality & Food Asia is an event designed to 
serve the dynamic and diversifying hotel, hospitality, 
tourism and food businesses of South Asia. It follows 
the successful HHF Sri Lanka in 2011 and 2012. 
Supported by Sri Lanka’s leading hotel and tourism 
bodies, HHF Sri Lanka is welcomed as the proven 
business-to-business event that the region needs at this 
time of growth, change and rising standards in the 
sector. Sri Lanka alone has about doubled its tourism 
arrivals over the last two years and expects to exceed 
one million visitors in 2012, creating a huge demand 
for hotel rooms, hospitality services and new-to-market 
food products. HHF Sri Lanka is the market place for 
regional networking and sales, plus a new sourcing base 
for Sri Lankan and other products. More than a trade 
show, HHF Sri Lanka is also defined by its prestige 
Salon Culinary programme – a competition showcasing 
the culinary skills of Sri Lanka’s hotels – plus other live 
features.

Now in its 40th edition, the show has established itself 
as the leader in the Ho.Re.Ca, food service, retail, mass 
distribution channel and hotel industries. This is the 
favourite destination of top players for offering a preview 
of innovations in technologies in food equipment, food 
products (ingredients, semi-prepared items), the world 
of coffee as well as in terms of formats, design and 
lifestyle. It is also a unique marketplace for doing quality 
international business with professionals who have been 
carefully selected and who have high-level purchasing 
power.

Asia’s largest and only hybrid show, bringing 10,876 
show attendees from MICE, corporate, and leisure 
sectors. A purely B2B show with 100 per cent pre-
scheduled appointments, ITB Asia had a record high 
15,000 pre-matched appointments between exhibitors 
and pre-qualified buyers, prior to show. Capture the 
immense growth of the Asian outbound market with 
over 70 per cent buyers based in Asia.

Held at the Shanghai New International Expo Centre 
for the 21st year, China’s largest imported food and 
drink expo, FHC features specialist zones including 
tea and coffee China, meat China, dairy China, beer 
China, chocolate China, fresh produce, and hotel and 
restaurant.

Vietnam FoodExpo offers the most complete food and 
food technology experience  under one roof in Vietnam. 
It’s the largest regional and national food business 
opportunities platform and provides exclusive access to 
the  extensive international and national network of the 
Vietnamese government, plus the widespread network 
of all trade and industry promotion organisations in the 
country and overseas. 

WOP Dubai offers unique business opportunities in 
the fresh produce industry. Make new business contacts 
to improve and grow your business. This is a fast-rising 
Middle Eastern market place where sellers of fresh 
produce products, trading and services are linked with 
international buyers, top-performer companies, retailers, 
competitive exporters and importers for long-term 
business relationship.

This event showcases products like catering equipment 
and accessories, tableware products, textiles, information 
technology systems and services, security systems and 
services, wine and spirits, bakeries and ice-cream, etc. 

Endless opportunities at an event encompassing six 
shows in one. Alimentaria brings together all the 
industry’s opportunities in six shows specialised in 
key markets and consumers trends. Alimentaria is the 
leading trade show for food, drinks and gastronomy 
in both Spain and the Mediterranean Arc, and an 
international benchmark for the industry.

The HKTDC Hong Kong International Wine & 
Spirits Fair is a global event offering a wide range of 
high-quality wine and spirits, beer, and other alcoholic 
beverages, as well as wine accessories & equipment and 
other services including wine logistics and training.

Seoul International Cafe Show, is the most specialised 
coffee exhibition ever held in Korea. Since 2002, Cafe 
Show has played the role of a pioneer in coffee culture 
and trends in Asia, making this show a must for global 
coffee leaders and coffee lovers from all over the world. 
The show brings into play the largest network of cafe 
industry-related professionals, and attracts 140,000 
business-related visitors annually. The higlight of 2017 is  
the World Barista Championship(WBC).

Hosted by BHN,  
Horwath HTL, and Stiles Capital Events
Tel: +1 714 540 9300
Email: marketing@burba.com
www.HICAPconference.com

William Reed Business Media Ltd. 
Broadfield Park, Crawley, West Sussex,  
RH11 9RT 
Crawley, UK 
Tel: +44 (0)1293 613400 

Pico Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka Exhibition & Convention Centre No .12
D.R.Wijewardena Mawatha
Colombo 10, Sri Lanka
Tel:+94  (11) 2343 239 – 41
Fax:+94 (11) 2343 237
rex.j@sl.pico.com
http://pico.lk

Fiera Milano S.p.A.
Strada Statale del Sempione, 28
20017 Rho, Milan, Italy
Tel. +39 02 49971
Email host@fieramilano.it
Sito http://host.fieramilano.it/en  

Messe Berlin (Singapore) Pte Ltd 
10 Anson Road, Singapore 079903 
Tel:+65 6635 1188 
Fax:+65 6635 1189

China International Exhibitions Ltd
Unit 1203, 12/F, Harcourt House, 39 Gloucester 
Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong SAR
Tel: +852 2876 5119
Fax: +852 2520 0750 
Email: gladys@chinaallworld.com

Vietnam Trade Promotion Agency 
20 Ly Thuong Kiet Street, Hoan Kiem District,
Hanoi Vietnam 
Tel: +844 3936 6287 
Fax:+844 3936 4793
November 2-4 2017

Planetfair LLC Dubai
P.O. Box 29278 Dubai - United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 33145-70
Fax: +971 4 33145-80
www.planetfair.com

Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo  
International Exhibition Co. Ltd
6 Fl. Xian Dai Mansion 218 Xiang Yang Road (S) 
Shanghai, China
Tel: +86 21 3339 2222, +86 21 6437 1178
Fax: +86 21 6115 4988,+86 21 6437 0982
marketing@ubmsinexpo.com

Alimentaria Exhibitions
Diputació, 119,
Barcelona (Spain)
Tel: (+34) 93 567 96 91
cschuster@alimentaria.com
www.alimentaria-bcn.com/en

HKTDC (Hong Kong Trade Development Councial)
Tel: +852 2240 4203
Fax: +852 2169 9169
hkwinefair.visitor@hktdc.org
www.hktdc.com/ex/hkwinefair/17 

Exporum Inc.
Room 1301, Unit A, Teratower#2, 201 Songpadaero, 
Songpa-gu, Seoul, Korea (ZIP : 05854)
Tel: +822 6000 6687 
Fax:+822 2051 3326 
info@cafeshow.com
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COMING UP 
Food Japan 2017 
Suntec Singapore Convention and Exhibition Centre 
Hall 401-402. 
26-28 October 2017
www. http://oishii-world.com

COMING UP 
FHC CHina
14-16 November 2017
Shanghai New International Expo Centre 
www.fhcchina.com

The sixth edition of this annual event,  from 26-28 October 
2017, provides a platform for F&B businesses in Japan 
and Southeast Asia to connect, network, and explore 
collaborations, as well as showcase ingredients, seasonal 

produce, prefecture specialities, and innovative food technologies 
that Japan has to offer. This year, specialities from over 37 Japanese 
prefectures will be represented: over 200 exhibitors exhibiting over 
3,000 ingredients, produce, F&B equipment and more, across the 
5,000-square meter exhibition ground.

This year’s Food Japan will also shine a spotlight on functional 
food (whole or fortified food that provides health benefits) and elder 
care food, as well as top produce from the Tohoku region. Japan is the 
birthplace of functional food with Yakult kicking off the trend in the 
1950s. Today, over 1,000 new products are released every year.

In addition, Food Japan is collaborating with e2i (Employment 
and Employability Institute) and Singapore Chefs’ Association (SCA) 
for a series of master classes. Renowned chefs from SCA, such as Chef 
Edmund Toh, Chef Eric Low, and Chef Yew Eng Tong, will showcase 
Japanese ingredients in eight master classes. Masanao Nishida, Director 
of Food Japan, says, “The demand for Japanese ingredients, innovations 
and food products is high. We are thrilled that Food Japan serves as a 
strategic platform that connects relevant business parties together. We’re 
committed to bringing in only the best, the most innovative, and the 
latest ingredients and trends to Southeast Asia.”

Food Japan is supported by Singapore Tourism Board, Japan 
External Trade Organisation, Japan Tourism Agency, MAFF (Ministry 
of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries), FOOMA, the Embassy of 
Japan, the ASEAN- Japan Centre, and the Council of Local Authorities 
for International Relations. 

The 21st edition of  FHC China in Shanghai and the 
5th edition of ProWine China will take place from 14-
16 November 2017 at the Shanghai New International 
Expo Centre covering more than 85,000sqm. This year’s 

FHC China will be the largest in the show’s 22 year history. While at 
ProWine, visitors will have the opportunity to meet 650 companies 
from 37 countries representing every major wine growing region of the 
world. Open for trade visitors only, it will welcome business visitors 
from food and wine importers and distributors; retailers; hotels; 
restaurants & bars and institutional caterers. FHC is a proven platform 
to present high quality products and establish contacts with the 
domestic traders, importers, distributors and retailers.

Demand for imported foods in China has gone up; in 2016, China 
imported food from 187 countries. Among the top 10 regions were: 
European Union, ASEAN, America, New Zealand, Brazil, Canada, 
Australia, Russia, South Korea and Chile. The imported food categories 
cover all kinds of foods: meat, seafood, grease and oil, dairy products, 
grain and products, wine, sugar, beverage, dry nuts and pastry  
and biscuits. 

FHC China 2017 has attracted 39 international and national 
pavilions. The largest this year is from Italy, occupying over 1,000 
square metres with more than 60 companies. The next biggest pavilions 
are from USA, Canada, Turkey, Spain and Korea. Leading companies 
participating include: Mission Food, McCain, Shanghai Moli, 
Guangzhou Guanyi, Landun Xumei, Yihua&Hela, Baby Star, Shanghai 
McCormick, Hormel, Lamb Weston, Bunge, Suzhou Ovodan, Aviko, 
Mankattan, Rong Mai Yi Tong, Aigere, Beijing Top Filer, Shenzhen 
Tomtao, Beijing Ziweitianxing, Greeland, Fonterra, Beijing H&G, 
Kingblog and Namchow, Sunjoy, Morinaga, Hihio-Art, OSI, Bester 
Foods, PMI, Tyson, WMF, CINO MESETA and more. Quality 
imported products to be showcased include: equipment, snacks, nuts, 
spices, canned and fresh foods, coffee beans and machines, dairy 
products, beverages, confectionery, jams, pasta, meat & seafood, frozen 
foods, chocolate and much more.  

Events at FHC China: 19th FHC Culinary Arts Competition, 
endorsed by WACS; All China Bakery Association Congress with 
over 1,000 delegates including manufacturers of bakery products and 
ingredients, importers and distributor; WBC coffee event that will 
feature a brewing and barista competition and a latte competition. 

FooD JAPAn 
2017: connect, 
network, and 
explore

Global food 
suppliers head 
to shanghai
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The 15th edition of Restaurant & Bar Hong Kong 2017 was 
a resounding success with more than 300 quality exhibitors 
showcasing a wide range of products

The 15th edition of Restaurant & Bar Hong Kong (RBHK), 
was a huge success attracting 19,032 high quality trade 
visitors from hotels, bars, clubs, and restaurants determined 
to explore the best and newest products provided by over 

300 world class suppliers from around the world showcasing a wide 
range of products – everything from food and beverages, equipment 
and technology, to furniture, tableware and other related services. The 
expo provided a perfect place for the trade visitors to meet suppliers, 
discover top-end goods, and latest industry news. Trade visitors were 
impressed with the quality of products, exhibitors, brands and industry 
information available at the expo. Exhibitors too, impressed by their 
experience expressed their intention to rebook for RBHK2018. The 
exhibitors also reported higher enquiry rate and higher quality of trade 
visitors which fostered some rewarding business opportunities.   

Among the exhibitors were: Bacardi-Martini, Banny Wines Cellar, 
Chef Works, Elite Fresh Foods, Hop Leaf, BenQ, HKT, JETCOOL, 
Kolb, Kung Kai Hong, Nespresso, Rentokil Initial, Royal Orchid Wine, 
SGS, and Sun Wah Japanese Food.

Apart from the large F&B products showcase, RBHK also 
presented an amazing array of competitions and demonstrations by 
leading chefs and figures in the region. Together with Hong Kong 
Sommelier Association (HKSA), RBHK launched its first ever Young 
Sommelier Competition in the Wine Tasting Theatre. Also important 
was the RBHK Best Spirits Awards and Artisanal Spirits Seminar, 
a reflection of the continuing popularity of whisky, gin and other 
spirits. RBHK Best Spirits Awards recognised distributors who provide 
high-quality spirits for restaurants, bars and hotels in Hong Kong. The 
best whisky bar, best cocktail bar, and the best whisky list in hotel & 
restaurant were also awarded. This year, the Chef Masterclass Asia was 
very popular - 23 highly acclaimed chefs from renowned hotels and 
restaurants in Hong Kong and China presented their award winning 
Chinese and Asian cuisines. 

RBHK also organised the 3rd edition of Hong Kong Restaurant 
Interior Design Awards (HKRIDA) to give recognition to design firms. 
During the expo, a total of 13 awards were presented to the winning 
restaurants and design firms in RBHK. 

Also, Hong Kong International Beer Awards hav been firmly 
established as the premier awards recognising the best beers available 
in the local market. This year, over 300 entries had been collected from 
around 40 distributors. 

Also organised were RBHK House Wine Awards, The Hong Kong 
Wine by the Glass Restaurant Awards, Young Talents Escoffier Asian 
Championship, and the Coffee Power Championship.

Ultimate F&b hub

size : 210mmW x 297mmH 

TAS TE THE WORLD
SAVOUR ASIA

MAY 29 - JUNE 02, 2018
IMPACT EXHIBITION AND CONVENTION CENTER

BANGKOK, THAILAND

RICEDRINKS FINE FOOD
FRESH

PRODUCE
SWEETS & 

CONFECTIONERYFOOD SERVICE
FOOD

TECHNOLOGY
COFFEE & TEA FROZEN FOOD SEAFOODMEAT

2018 THAIFEX TRADE SHOWS

Jointly organized by

www.worldoffoodasia.com

2018 SPECIAL SHOWS

INNOVATION SHOW
THAIFEX taste

ORGANIC MARKET
THAIFEX

HALAL MARKET
THAIFEX

FRANCHISE MARKET
THAIFEX

We’ve got a 
new taste on 
appearance, 

stay tuned...
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Cachet Hospitality Group (CHG) has appointed 
Muhammad Alan Yuslan as general manager 

of the newly renovated Cachet Resort 
Dewa Phuket (Cachet Hotel Group’s 
second resort property), responsible for the 
strategic direction, day-to-day operations 

and guest satisfaction. With more than 16 
years of international hospitality management 

experience, Yuslan has held positions with 
major international hotel brands, including Le Méridien, 
Marriott, Starwood, Melia Hotel International and 
One and Only Resorts. He was an integral member of 
executive teams for new hotel openings, including the 
W Maldives, W Bali, and Le Meridian Bali Jimbaran.  
“Yuslan’s exceptional people skills and strong leadership 
abilities will further strengthen the resort’s award-winning 
team and ensure that the newly renovated Cachet Resort 
Dewa Phuket offers guests the ultimate in service and resort 
experience,” says Kimy Chen, CHG President, Southeast Asia.

Dany Lützel takes over as general manager at 
Hotel Éclat Beijing. Prior to joining Hotel 

Éclat Beijing,  Lützel was pre-opening 
general manager of Niccolo by Marco 
Polo in Chongqing and before that, 
he was general manager at Kempinski 

Chongqing and at Radisson Blu, St. Gallen 
in Switzerland. Drawing on more than a 

decade of experience, Lützel joins Hotel Éclat 
Beijing with extensive experience of driving revenues from 
both international and domestic markets while maintaining 
the high service level consistent with  the hotel’s standards. 
Eddie Chow, managing director, Hotel Éclat Beijing says, 
“Lützel is a highly experienced hotelier who is a great 
addition to our team. We look forward to having him lead 
Hotel Éclat Beijing to achieve another milestone.”

Alila Solo has announced Alasdair Davidson as 
the hotel’s new general manager. A veteran 

in the hospitality industry with more 
than 20 years of international experience 
acquired in the Maldives, India, Australia, 
Fiji, Indonesia and Japan, Davidson is 

also a long-established member of the Alila 
team, having previously held senior executive 

positions at Alila Maldives and Alila Diwa Goa, 
followed by three years as general manager of the brand’s 
iconic Alila Ubud in Bali. Alasdair returns to the Alila 
family following his most recent position as General 
Manager of Odin Hospitality in Hokkaido, Japan. Now 
at the helm of Alila Solo, he looks forward to elevating the 
hotel’s renowned service excellence.

 Appointments

Mark Keith  
Managing Director,  
Regent Hotels Group 
 Prior to this appointment, Keith served as the group’s 
advisor on human capital management, with a focus on 
strategic senior leadership development. As managing director, 
he will be overseeing the group’s senior talent acquisition, 
training and development as well as working closely with 
the general managers in providing e-management service 
and driving the group’s global talent and capability strategies 
as Regent Hotels Group expands its portfolio under its 
Regent Hotels & Resorts, Silks Place and Just Sleep Hotels 
brands. Keith’s experiences in the hospitality field include 
appointments in Africa, Europe, Middle East, North America 
and various cities in Asia. He was most recently managing 
director at HVS – a leading global hospitality services 
consulting firm, where he was overseeing the company’s 
numerous consulting projects and assignments throughout 
Asia Pacific. Prior to that, Keith held various senior positions 
in the hospitality industry with Mandarin Oriental Hotel 
Group and The Peninsula Hotel Group; his career started with 
Hilton Hotels & Resorts.
 Commenting on the  appointment, Steven Pan, chairman 
of Regent Hotels Group said, “We will rely on Mark’s 
knowledge in strategic human capital management in the 
hospitality industry, relationship maintenance, hotel openings 
and the cross-cultural implications for management and 
service.”
 
THe wAY AHeAD
 “I have always admired Regent’s modern interpretation of 
luxury hospitality; it is inspiring and a great honour to take on 
this role. It is an exciting time for the company with growth 
internationally and new hotels opening in Jakarta, China’s 
Harbin and Phu Quoc in Vietnam. I look forward to bringing 
my experience in human capital management and owner 
relationship maintenance to lay a solid foundation for Regent’s 
future development.”

SpoTLiGHT 
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NEW
All you need for perfect coff ee

The new A600 redefines how you interact with 
your machine. The intelligent, user-friendly touchscreen 
can be adapted individually to your operation and is 
augmented effectively with a functional lighting concept. 
The revolutionary automatic cleaning concept ensures 
the highest level of cleanliness and maximum efficiency. 
Innovative Swiss technology makes sure you get perfect 
coffee enjoyment. You will be thrilled with the excelling  
taste experience – classic coffees, chocolate and 
a wide variety of beverage creations, with hot or cold 
milk foam and flavors. 
  
Make it wonderful – A600.franke.com

Visit us at HOST 2017 
October 20 – 24 in Milano
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